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Nest System Table
The Nest System Tables, a distinguished modular table solution
conﬁgured to turn and bend, was the ﬁrst modular extension
to the popular +Halle Nest series. The collection of high and
low sofas, chairs and tables is loved by many for its mix of
casual and productive behaviours—above all its adaptable to
change. From the series use in public spaces comes a new set
of behavioural learnings: insisting on a high worktop, individual
space, and a sense of scale.

The design solution of the System Table derives from
experience that the design team had from developing the entire
Nest series. ‘We see how the Nest series has been integrated
into work spaces and the productivity that happens around
them. Having a comfortable chair at standing height to lean
on, sit in, and stand next to is more dynamic. We enhanced
this experience with the System Table,’ says Jonas Pettersson,
Co-founder and CEO at Form Us With Love.’

With two heights and two widths, the Nest System Table
collection continues to evolve in terms of adaptability,
scalability and opportunities.

Today, the public space and the workspace are, in some
sense, more reliant on each other. In the past decade we have
seen the domestic inﬂuence on the workspace, however, the
learning from our public environments has become increasingly
important. ‘With the Nest System Table we are applying the
need for something that is not linear, in order for multiple
tables to be created using one system, it is a series of parts
for your own creation,’ Halle concludes. There is a level of play
in the Nest System Tables that is unmatched in the market, a
call for the creativity to be brought back, as a way to create
landmarks within communal spaces.

We continuosly explore the ability for a table to become an
architecture tool. The purpose of the Nest System table is to
create a sense of community around a table in a similar fashion
we often gather in a breakout space. The initial inspiration for
the Nest System Table came from an observation; a need
for public areas to combine work and everything else. The
original solution was a large centre table that does more than
just go in a straight line, structuring a playful space for a large
group of individuals. The additional “Table 100” continues to
build on that observation, while also addressing the needs
in smaller spaces, more intimate surroundings or less formal
environments or settings.
The traditional open ofﬁce model may be struggling, but this
modular table system represents something different within
the public space, standing tall, like a landmark of common
ground. There is a presence of particularity, of detailed
experience in the table.
The table is twisting, turning and moving in different directions,
but the symbolism of everyone sitting together is powerful
today, even if we need more space and ﬂexibility. A few years
ago you would design an ofﬁce to last for ﬁve years, today, it is
down to three years. The turnaround speed of ofﬁce furniture
is excessive and not sustainable. As a matter of resilience, this
table system is responsive to change, providing the ability to
scale up and down, using a simple architectural conﬁguration
or modular refresh.
Nest System Table does not only offer architectural freedom
in terms of size and scale, but also functionality; Create work
stations along walls in corridors or open spaces with the
additional wall mounts and invite passers to share knowledge
or simply work in a different setting. Or add integrated electrical
plug solution for power outlets or integrated lighting. With Nest
System Tables the opportunities are endless and suddenly
everything is linked: space and the people, coming together in
a perfect ensemble.

Specifications
Modules

Lenght

Width

Height

System Low Table - End
System Low Table - Center
System Low Table - Angle 45°

105 cm
90 cm
45°

140 cm
140 cm
140 cm

70 cm
70 cm
70 cm

System High Table - End
System High Table - Center
System High Table - Angle 45°

105 cm
90 cm
45°

140 cm
140 cm
140 cm

100 cm
100 cm
100 cm

System Low Table 100 - End
System Low Table 100 - Center
System Low Table 100 - Angle 45°

105 cm
90 cm
45°

100 cm
100 cm
100 cm

70 cm
70 cm
70 cm

System High Table 100 - End
System High Table 100 - Center
System High Table 100 - Angle 45°

105 cm
90 cm
45°

100 cm
100 cm
100 cm

100 cm
100 cm
100 cm

Designed by

Form Us With Love

Material

Table Top:
Base:
Feet:

Add-ons

Integrated power outlets or integrated lighting
Wall mount

Tests & certificates

FSC®-163859

Fenix Laminate / Oak veneer, MDF
Steel
PA

Footrest height

30 cm
30 cm
30 cm

30 cm
30 cm
30 cm
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Integrated power outlet placement
150 mm

150 mm

350 mm

350 mm
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